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STABILIZATION OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS WITH FILTERED

LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS AND FEEDBACK PASSIVATION

Stefano Battilotti

ABSTRACT

In this paper we introduce a generalized class of filtered Lyapunov
functions, which are Lyapunov functions with time-varying parameters
satisfying certain differential equations. Filtered Lyapunov functions have the
same stability properties as Lyapunov functions. We give tools for designing
composite filtered Lyapunov functions for cascaded systems. These functions
are used to design globally stabilizing dynamic feedback laws for block-
feedforward systems with stabilizable linear approximation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dissipativity ([6]) and Lyapunov-based small-gain
theorems ([13], [10]) establish elegant methods for the
stability analysis of interconnected systems but do not
point out any constructive procedure for a Lyapunov
function. The design of composite Lyapunov functions
has been investigated in [11] and [9] in the case of
triangular systems Σ1 : 9x � fpxq � hpx, zq, Σ2 : 9z �
apzq. In [11] the composite Lyapunov function is the
sum of suitable nonlinear scalings of the Lyapunov
functions W1 and W2 of 9x � fpxq and, respectively,
9z � apzq, viz. α1pW1q � α2pW2q. A term Mz � xTHz
can be tolerated in hpx, zq by using a Lyapunov function
α1pW1 � Ψq � α2pW2q with “relaxed” cross term Ψ
provided hpx, zq has the form h0pzqx� h1pzq ([11]).
In [9] no assumption is made on hpx, zq except for
a linear growth with respect to x and the composite
Lyapunov function is the sum of the Lyapunov
functions of each system Σ1 and Σ2 plus a suitable
cross term, viz. W1 � Ψ�W2. The definition of Ψ
involves a line integral along the system trajectories,
which can be calculated only in some specific cases.
We remark that no iISS property is required for Σ1.
Recently in [8] the constructive aspects of a composite
Lyapunov function have been investigated for non-
triangular systems Σ1 : 9x � fpxq � hpx, zq, Σ2 : 9z �
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apzq � bpx, zq, where each single system is assumed to
be iISS.

Recently some Lyapunov-like functions, called
filtered Lyapunov functions, have been used in [1]
(and previous ones). Filtered Lyapunov functions, like
Lyapunov functions, are tools for ascertaining stability
but, unlike Lyapunov functions, may depend on time-
varying parameters which are the output of certain
dynamical filters. The flexibility of filtered Lyapunov
functions can be seen in the design of composite
Lyapunov functions for interconnected systems Σ1 :
9x � fpxq � hpx, zq, Σ2 : 9z � apzq consisting of a
“filtered” combination of the Lyapunov functions W1

and W2 for Σ1 and, respectively, Σ2, viz. prd1W1 �
d2W2s where d1, d2 ¡ 0 and p is the output of a
filter implemented by using the terms appearing in
the time derivatives 9W1 and 9W2. More recently,
dynamically scaled Lyapunov functions W1 � pW2

have been studied in [12] for the more restricted class of
interconnections 9x � hpzq, 9z � apzq. However, filtered
Lyapunov function are more general than dynamically
scaled Lyapunov functions and have the same stability
properties as classical Lyapunov functions. Following
the preliminary work [1], we want to give a twofold
contribution in this paper. First, we define a general
class of filtered Lyapunov functions and prove that
these functions have the same stability properties as
Lyapunov functions. The advantage of introducing
filtered Lyapunov functions is that it is very easy to
combine the filtered Lyapunov functions of two systems
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Σ1 and Σ2 and to obtain a new filtered Lyapunov
function for the interconnection of Σ1 and Σ2. For
example, if the filtered Lyapunov functions of Σ1 and
Σ2 are quadratic also the filtered Lyapunov function
for the interconnection of Σ1 and Σ2 is quadratic. We
illustrate this in the case of triangular systems

9x � fpxq � hpx, z,pq (1)
9z � apz,pq (2)

with x P Rn and z P Rm and p P R is a time-varying
parameter. For these triangular systems, under the same
assumptions of [9] we show how to construct a filtered
Lyapunov function by avoiding the calculation of a
cross term along the system trajectories.

Next, we want to study the stabilization problem
for systems (1)-(2) with controls, using the design of
filtered Lyapunov functions. To this aim we consider

9x � fpxq � hpx, z,pq � gpx, z,p,vqv
9z � apz,pq � kpx, z,p,vqv (3)

with v P R the control input. Our feedback stabilizing
law is designed with the filtered Lyapunov function
for (1)-(2) and according to the feedback passivation
approach ([4]). By stability here we mean partial
stability with respect to x and z (in a sense which will
be specified later). Finally, we consider systems

9yj � sjpyjq � qjpyj , . . . ,ysq � rjpyj , . . . ,ys,uqu,
j � 1, . . . , s, (4)

with yj P Rdj and control input u P R. Our stabilization
approach consists of iterating a certain number of steps
on systems of the form (3). The novelty is that to obtain
a stabilizing feedback for (4) it is not necessary to define
a Lyapunov function at each step which involves a line
integral along the system trajectories as suggested in
[9] or the sum of nonlinear scalings of two Lyapunov
functions.

II. NOTATION

 Rn is the set of n-dimensional column vectors of
real numbers. R� denotes the set of real non-negative
numbers. R¡ denotes the set of real positive numbers.
Rn�m denotes the set of real matrices n�m. For any
vector x P Rn we denote by xi the i–th element of x. For
any matrix G P Rn�m we denote by rGsij the pi, jq–th
element of G and by Gi the i–th row of G.
 for any R � Rn, clospRq denotes the closure
of R in Rn. We denote by C0pX ,Y q, X � Rq

and Y � Rs, the set of continuous functions f :
X Ñ Y , CjpX ,Y q, j � 1, . . . ,�8, the set of j-
times continuously differentiable functions f : X Ñ
Y . Moreover, by L1pX ,Y q the set of functions
f P C0pX ,Y q such that

³
X }fpsq}ds   �8 and by

L8pX ,Y q the set of functions f P C0pX ,Y q such
that sups¥0 }fpsq}   �8.
 let 9W |

9x�fpxq denote the time derivative of W P
C1pRn,Rq along the trajectories of 9x � fpxq, viz.
9W |

9x�fpxq � BW
Bx pxqfpxq. We will also use bold letters

x,y, z . . . to denote trajectories and x, y, z . . . to denote
their values. For any f P C0pX ,Y q we denote by
f |x�x̃ the function f evaluated for x � x̃.
 A function α P C0pr0, rq,R�q, r P p0,�8s, is said
to be of class K� (or α P K�) if αp0q ¥ 0 and it
is non-decreasing. A function α P C0pr0, rq,R�q, r P
p0,�8s, is said to be of class K (or α P K ) if
αp0q � 0 and it is strictly increasing; a function α P
C0pR�,R�q is said to be of class K8 (or α P K8)
if α P K and limsÑ�8αpsq � �8. We say that a
function α P K (resp. α P K8) is of class KOpjq or
α P KOpjq, j � 1, 2, (resp. of class K8,Opjq or α P
K8,Opjq) if there exist a ¡ 0 such that αpsq � asj for
all s P r0, 1s.

III. FILTERED LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS

3.1. DEFINITIONS

In this section we introduce the definition of
filtered Lyapunov functions and show that filtered
Lyapunov functions and Lyapunov functions have
similar properties. Let P :� p0, pq and f P C8pRn �
clospPq,Rnq locally Lipschitz continuous with respect
to the first argument uniformly on clospPq, that is
for each compact set R � Rn there exists a constant
c such that }fpz1, pq � fpz2, pq} ¤ c}z1 � z2} for all
z1, z2 P R and p P clospPq. Moreover, fp0, pq � 0 for
each p P P .

Definition III.1 We say that W P C8pRn �
clospPq,R�q is a smooth filtered Lyapunov function
(FLP) for

9z � fpz,pq (5)

if
(i) there exist k2, k1 ¡ 0 and α1,α2 P K8 such that
pk1α1p}z}q ¤W pz, pq ¤ pk2α2p}z}q for all z and p P
P ,
(ii) there exists a positive semi-definite Γ P
C0pRn,R�q, locally Lipschitz at zero, such
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that for each z0 P Rn and p0 P P the trajectory
pzpt, z0, p0q,ppt, z0, p0qq of (5) with

9p � �Γpzqp (6)

ensuing from pz0, p0q at t � 0 is defined for all t ¥ 0
and Γpzp�, z0, p0qq P L1pR�,R�q,
(iii) there exists φ P C0pRn � clospPq,R�q such that
φp�, pq is positive semi-definite for each p P P and
9W |p5q�p6q ¤ �φpz,pq.

If αj P KOp2q, j � 1, 2, we say that W is locally
quadratic at zero. If W is quadratic for each p P P we
say that W is quadratic. If φp�, pq is positive definite
for each p P P we say that W is strict. We say that W
is strongly convex if it is locally quadratic at zero and
there exists µ ¡ 0 such that α1p}z}q ¥ µ}z}2 for all z.
Finally, if φp�, pq is for each p P P locally quadratic at
zero we say thatW has locally quadratic at zero stability
margin.

3.2. PROPERTIES, DIRECT AND CONVERSE
THEOREMS

As a Lyapunov function, the existence of a FLP
implies some stability properties for (5). In this context
it is natural to refer to the stability of a system of the
form

9z � fpz,pq, 9p � gpz,pq (7)

with respect to the state z. Here p P P � Rp. Similar
definitions and results can be stated for 9p � gpz,p,xq
with some exogenous input x. Let wpt, w0q :�
pzpt, w0q,ppt, w0qq denote the trajectory of (7) ensuing
from w0 :� pz0, p0q at t � 0 (and defined over its
maximal extension interval).

Definition III.2 The equilibrium z � 0 of (7) (or
simply (7)) is
- stable with respect to z if for each ε ¡ 0 and p0 P P
there exists δ ¡ 0 such that }zpt, w0q}   ε for all t ¥ 0
provided }z0}   δ; if, in addition, for each p0 P P there
exists η ¡ 0 such that limtÑ�8 zpt, w0q � 0 provided
}z0}   η we say that (7) is locally asymptotically stable
with respect to z;
- globally stable with respect to z if for each p0 P P
there exists δ P K8 such that }zpt, w0q}   ε for all
t ¥ 0 and ε ¡ 0 provided }z0}   δpεq; if, in addition,
limtÑ�8 zpt, w0q � 0 for all z0 and p0 P P , we say that
(7) is globally asymptotically stable with respect to z.
- locally exponentially stable with respect to z if
for each p0 P P there exist η,λ,µ ¡ 0 such that
}zpt, w0q} ¤ µ exp�λt for all t ¥ 0 provided }z0}   η.

The notion of partial stability with respect to z has
been introduced in [5], def. 55.2, and requires that for
each ε ¡ 0 there exists δ ¡ 0 such that }zpt, w0q}   ε
for all t ¥ 0 provided }w0}   δ. This notion is stronger
than ours in the sense that we do not require that p0

be “small” enough. Our notion is closer to the notion
of partial stability with arbitrary initial p-perturbations
introduced in [15], which requires that for each ε ¡ 0
there exists δ ¡ 0 such that }zpt, w0q}   ε for all t ¥
0 provided }z0}   δ (see also [14]). Also this notion
is stronger than ours in the sense that in our case
δ ¡ 0 may depend on p0 P P . On the other hand,
the two notions are equivalent when P is compact.
In what follows we give (without proof for lack of
space) sufficient conditions for partial stability based
on FLP’s and instrumental for the design of feedback
controllers in the next sections. It is worth noting that
these conditions are weaker than those given in [5] and
[15] since FLP’s W pz, pq are not bounded below by
some K-class function αp}z}q uniformly on P .

Theorem III.1 If there exists a smooth (resp. strict)
filtered Lyapunov function W for (5) then there
exists Γ P C0pRn,R�q such that (5)-(6) is globally
(resp. asymptotically) stable with respect to z. If in
addition W is locally quadratic at zero and has locally
quadratic at zero stability margin, (5)-(6) is also locally
exponentially stable with respect to z.

Proof: First, we show that if W is a smooth
filtered Lyapunov function for (5) then there exists
Γ P C0pRn,R�q such that (5)-(6) is globally stable
with respect to z. Fix p0 P P and let φ P C0pRn �
clospPq,R�q, k2, k1 ¡ 0, locally Lipschitz at zero Γ P
C0pRn,R�q and α1,α2 P K8 be as in definition III.1.
The trajectories zpt, w0q and ppt, w0q of (5)-(6) are
defined for all t ¥ 0 and

³8
0
Γpzpr, w0qqdr   �8 and

p0 ¥ ppt, w0q � expt� ³8
0
Γpzpr, w0qqdrup0 ¡ 0 for all

t ¥ 0 and z0. On the other hand, since 9W |p5q�p6q ¤ 0,

pk1pt, w0qα1p}zpt, w0q}q ¤W pzpt, w0q,ppt, w0qq
¤W pz0, p0q ¤ pk2

0 α2p}z0}q (8)

and therefore

}zpt, z0q}
¤ α�1

1

�
pk2�k1
0 α2p}z0}q exptk1

» 8
0

Γpzpr, w0qqdru
	

for all t ¥ 0 and z0. Moreover, reasoning as in the proof
of theorem 1 of [9] we prove that Ψ : w0 ÞÑ Ψpw0q�
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expt³8
0
Γpzpr, w0qqdru is in C0pRn �P,R¡q. We

conclude that there exists σ P K� such that

}zpt, w0q} ¤ α�1
1

�
pk2�k1
0 α2p}z0}qσk1p}z0} � p0q

	
:� µp}z0}q (9)

for all t ¥ 0 and z0 with µ P K8 (define
σprq� max}w}¤r Ψpwq). Therefore, δ� µ�1 P K8
and }zpt, w0q}   ε for all ε ¡ 0 and t ¥ 0 provided
}z0} ¤ δpεq, viz. (5)-(6) is globally stable with respect
to z.

Next, we show that if W is also strict then
(5)-(6) is globally asymptotically stable with respect
to z. To this aim, fix p0 P P . It is sufficient to
show that limtÑ�8 zpt, w0q � 0 for each z0. We
have already established that pp�, w0q P L8pR�,R�q
and zp�, w0q P L8pR�,Rnq for each z0. Moreover,
ppt, w0q Ó p0pw0q� p0 expt� ³�8

0
Γpzpr, w0qqdru ¡ 0

for each z0. Since 9W |p5q�p6q ¤ 0 and W is strict,
by LaSalle’s invariance principle we conclude that
limtÑ�8 zpt, w0q � 0 for each z0.

Finally, if W is also locally quadratic at zero
and has locally quadratic at zero stability margin,
we show that (5)-(6) is also locally exponentially
stable with respect to z. Fix p0 P P . Since p0 :
w0 ÞÑ p0pw0q is in C0pRn �P,R�q and p0|z0�0 �
p0 since z � 0 is a trajectory of (5)-(6), there exists
c, d ¡ 0 such that p0pw0q ¥ d ¡ 0 as long as }z0} ¤
c. Since φp�, pq is for each p P P locally quadratic
at zero, we can find λ ¡ 0 such that φpz, pq ¥ λ}z}2
for all z : }z} ¤ c1 (possibly smaller than c) and p P
rd, ps. Moreover, since W is locally quadratic at
zero, there also exists h ¡ 0 such that φpz, pq ¥
λW pz,pq

pk2h
for all z : }z} ¤ c2 (possibly smaller than

c1) and p P rd, ps. By integration of 9W |p5q�p6q ¤
�φpz,pq over r0, ts and since ppt, w0q P rd, ps for
all t ¥ 0 and z0 : }z0} ¤ c2, W pzpt, w0q,ppt, w0qq ¤
expt� λt

pk2h
uW pz0, p0q provided }zpt, w0q} ¤ c2. On

account of the fact that W is locally quadratic at zero,
this implies that (5)-(6) is also locally exponentially
stable with respect to z.

Converse theorems for strict Lyapunov functions
can be obviously used for strict FLP’s, since any strict
Lyapunov function (in the classical sense) is also a strict
FLP. However, strict FLP’s design is much easier.

Theorem III.2 Let 9z � fpzq, locally Lipschitz f P
C8pRm,Rmq with fp0q � 0, be a globally asymptoti-
cally stable system. If there exist a positive definite and
radially unbounded V P C8pRm,R�q, positive definite

φ P C0pRm,R�q, f0 P C0pRm,Rmq and γ P K8,Op1q
such that
(i) BV

Bz pzqf0pzq ¤ �φpzq for all z,
(ii) 1

V pzq | BVBz pzqrfpzq � f0pzqs ¤ γp}z}q for all z.
then V is a smooth strict FLP for 9z � fpzq.
Proof: Note that BVBz pzqfpzq ¤ �φpzq � | BVBz pzqrfpzq �
f0pzqs|. Define 9p � � 1

V pzq | BVBz pzqrfpzq � f0pzqs|p and
W px, pq � pV pzq. W is a strict FLP for 9z � fpzq,
since BW

Bz pz, pqfpzq � BW
Bp pz, pq 1

V pzq | BVBz pzqrfpzq �
f0pzqs|p ¤ �pφpzq for all z and p P r0, 1s and
Γpzq :� 1

V pzq | BVBz pzqrfpzq � f0pzqs| is integrable along
the trajectories of 9z � fpzq on account of its global
asymptotic and local exponential stability and on
account of (ii) and γ P K8,Op1q.

An important consequence of theorem III.2 is that
any globally asymptotically and locally exponentially
stable system admits a strict quadratic FLP.

Corollary III.1 Let 9z � fpzq, locally Lipschitz f P
C8pRm,Rmq with fp0q � 0, be a globally asymptoti-
cally and locally exponentially stable system. If V pzq �
p1{2qzTPz is a strict Lyapunov function for the linear
approximation 9z � Bf

Bz |z�0z of 9z � fpzq around the
origin, then W px, pq � pV pzq is a strict quadratic FLP
for 9z � fpzq.
Proof: On account of local exponential stability of
9z � fpzq, Bf

Bz |z�0 is Hurwitz. Let P P Rm�m be the
unique symmetric positive definite matrix P Bf

Bz |z�0 �
r BfBz |z�0sTP � �I . Note that BV

Bz pzqfpzq ¤ �}z}2 �
| BVBz pzqrfpzq � Bf

Bz |z�0zs|. There clearly exists γ P
K8,Op1q such that 1

V pzq | BVBz pzqrfpzq � f0pzqs ¤ γp}z}q
for all z. Application of theorem III.2 with f0pzq :�
Bf
Bz |z�0z gives the claimed result.

Corollary III.1 (as well as theorem III.2) can be
used to easily construct FLP’s.

Example III.1 Consider

9z1 � z2, 9z2 � �hpz1q � kpz2q (10)

with locally Lipschitz h, k such that hp0q � 0, kp0q �
0, Bh

Bs |s�0 :� H ¡ 0, Bk
Bs |s�0 :� K ¡ 0, hpsqs ¡ 0 and

kpsqs ¡ 0 for all s (many physical systems have the
simple model (10): see [5]). The Lyapunov energy
function V pzq � p1{2qz2

2 �
³z1

0
hpsqds is such that

9V |p10q � �z2kpz2q and from application of LaSalle’s
principle we prove global asymptotic stability of (10).
Local exponential stability of (10) follows from the
linear approximation of (10) around the origin being
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Hurwitz. The linear approximation of (10) at the
origin has a strict quadratic Lyapunov function V pzq �
p1{2q �zT

1 zT
2

��H � aK
H 1

1 a
H


�
z1
z2



, with a ¡ 0 :

a
H pH � aK

H q ¡ 1, and by corollary III.1 W pz, pq �
pV pzq is a strict quadratic FLP for (10) with 9p :�
�p 1

V pzq | BVBz pzqrfpzq �
�

0 1
�H �K



zs|.

Example III.2 Consider the model of a flexible joint
robot with states z1 � ql � yd, z2 � 9ql, z3 � qm � yd �
K�1hpydq and z4 � qm (ql, 9ql link coordinates, qm, 9qm
motor coordinates, h the gravity term and pyd, yd �
K�1hpydqq the desired set point for pql, qmq)

9z1 � z2, 9z2 � �B�1
1 pz1 � ydqrCpz1 � yd, z2qz2

�Kpz3 � z3q � hpz1 � ydq � hpydqs
9z3 � z4, 9z3 � B�1

2 rKz3 � hpydq � vs (11)

If only measurements of z1 are available, as shown in
[3] a linear dynamic output feedback controller

v � Kẑ� hpydq, 9̂z � Lẑ�Mẑ1 (12)

globally asymptotically and locally exponentially
stabilizes (11). Global stability follows from a non-
strict Lyapunov energy function V pz, x̂q for (11)-
(12). Asymptotic stability of (11)-(12) follows from
LaSalle’s principle and local exponential stability
from the linear approximation of (11)-(12) around
the origin being Hurwitz. The linear approximation
of (11)-(12) at the origin has a strict quadratic
Lyapunov function p1{2qV pz, x̂q and by corollary III.1
W pz, x̂, pq � pV pz, x̂q is a strict quadratic FLP for (11)-
(12).

Another important fact is that any FLP’s (as well as
Lyapunov function) which is locally quadratic at zero
with locally quadratic at zero stability margin can be
re-designed in such a way to be strongly convex.

Theorem III.3 If there exists a smooth strict filtered
Lyapunov function W for (5), locally quadratic at zero
with locally quadratic at zero stability margin, there
also exists a smooth strongly convex filtered Lyapunov
functionW for (5), locally quadratic at zero with locally
quadratic at zero stability margin. If W is such that
BW
Bp pz, pq ¥ 0 for all z and p P P , also W is such that
BW
Bp pz, pq ¥ 0 for all z and p P P .

Proof: Let W be a smooth strict filtered Lyapunov
function for (5) with locally quadratic at zero stability
margin. Let k2, k1 ¡ 0, α1,α2 P K8,Op2q, j � 1, 2, ,

Γ P C0pRn,R�q and φ P C0pRn � clospPq,R�q as in
definition III.1. Let d ¡ 0 be such that α1psq � ds2 for
all s P r0, 1s (which always exists since α1 P K8,Op2q).
Define W pz, pq � γp}z}qW pz, pq with smooth γ P K�
such that γpsq � 1 for all s P r0, 1s and γpsqα1psq ¥ s2

for all s ¥ 0. By construction,

pk1d}z}2 ¤W pz, pq ¤ pk2γp}z}qα2p}z}qq (13)

for all z and p P P . Moreover, by defining

9p � �
�
Γpzq � pk2} BBzγp}z}q}α2p}z}q

�
p (14)

we have 9W |p5q�p14q ¤ �pγp}z}qφpz,pq. Therefore,W
is a smooth strongly convex filtered Lyapunov function
for (5). Since γpsq � 1 for all s P r0, 1s, W is strict and
has locally quadratic at zero stability margin. Moreover,
if BW

Bp pz, pq ¥ 0 for all z and p P P , also BW
Bp pz, pq �

γp}z}q BWBp pz, pq ¥ 0 for all z and p P P .
We conclude this section with a general tool for

designing simple FLP’sfor a wide class of systems,
which can be used in designing composite filtered
Laypunov functions for interconnected systems. This
result can be proved along the same lines of the proof
of theorem 1.1 of [2].

Theorem III.4 Let

9z � Jz�Bv � fpz,vq (15)

be a given system with z P Rm and control v P R,
pJ,Bq a Brunowski pair. Assume the existence of
ψ P C1pRm, r1,�8qq andΦj P C0pRm � R,R�q, j �
1, . . . ,m, and βji P C0pRm�j�2,R�q, j � 1, . . . ,m
and i � j � 1, . . . ,m� 1, such that
(i) } BψBz pzqrJz �B zm�1

ψpzq � fpz, zm�1
ψpzq qs} ¤ Kψpzq for

all z and zm�1 : |zm�1| ¤ 1 and for some K ¡ 0,
(ii) fjpz, zm�1

ψpzq q| ¤ Φjpz, zm�1q and

rΦj �Φj |zi�zi
s2 ¤ rzi � zis2βjipzi, zj�1, . . . , zm�1q,

βjip0, 0, . . . , 0q � 0, Φj |zi�0,i�j�1,...,m�1 � 0 (16)

for j � 1, . . . ,m, i � j � 1, . . . ,m� 1 and for all z, z P
Rm and zm�1 P R.

There exist R1, . . . , Rm ¥ 1 such that the nested
feedback controller

v � �σmpzm � rzmpz1, . . . , zm�1qq,rzj�1pz1, . . . , zjq :� σjpzj � rzjpz1, . . . , zj�1qq,
j � 1, . . . ,m� 1, rz1 :� 0,

σjpsq :� 1
2Rjψpzq

s?
1� s2

, (17)
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renders the origin z � 0 of (15) globally asymptotically
stable and locally exponentially stable. Moreover, there
exist d1, . . . , dm ¡ 0 such that

W pz, pq � p
m̧

j�1

djWjpzj � rzjpz1, . . . , zj�1qq,

Wjpsq :�
a

1� s2 � 1,

is a strict FLP for (15)-(17) locally quadratic at zero
with locally quadratic at zero stability margin.

Example III.3 Consider the first three states of the ball
and beam system without friction

9z1 � z2, 9z2 � sinpz3q � z1v2, 9z3 � v (18)

where z1 is the position of the ball, z2 its velocity, z3 is
the angle of the beam and v its velocity. The forwarding
approach of [11] and [9] for designing Lyapunov
fuctions cannot be applied to (18) for the absence
of the friction term �βz2 in 9z2. On the other hand,
(18) has the form (15) with fpz, vq � pz2, sin z3 � z3 �
z1v

2, 0qT and satisfies (i)-(iii) with ψpzq �a
1� }z}2

and K � 3.

IV. FILTERED LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
FOR CASCADED SYSTEMS

Before focusing on the stabilization problem of (4),
consider the problem of constructing filtered Lyapunov
functions for the cascaded system (1)-(2) with x P
Rn, z P Rm and p P P :� p0, pq, fp0q � 0, hpx, 0, pq �
0, ap0, pq � 0 for all x and p P clospPq, Bf

Bx |x�0 :�
F , Bh

Bz |px,zq�p0,0q :� Hppq, Ba
Bz |z�0 :� Appq for all p P

clospPq, with rational A P C8pclospPq,Rm�mq and
H P C8pclospPq,Rn�mq (as it will be seen in
section VII A and H being rational is not a
restriction, since it comes naturally from the step-by-
step stabilization design for (4) and the structure of
the filtered Lyapunov functions). Moreover, F P Rn�n,
a P C8pRm � clospPq,Rmq and h P C8pRn � Rm �
clospPq,Rnq. Without loss of generality, p P p0, 1s
(otherwise consider p1 � p{p as the new parameter).
Assume that
(A1) there exists a symmetric positive definite W0 P
Rn�n such that W0F � FTW0 ¤ 0 and a partition
of x � pxT

1 , x
T
2 qT such that (1)-(2) is globally

asymptotically and locally exponentially stable with
respect to x2,

(A2) there exist γ2 P KOp1q and γ0,γ1,γ3 P KOp2q
such that

}fpxq � Fx} ¤ γ0p}x2}q,
}hpx, z, pq �Hppqz} ¤ γ1p}z}q � γ2p}z}q}x},
}apz, pq �Appqz} ¤ γ3p}z}q (19)

for all x, z and p P clospPq,
(A3) there exists a smooth strict FLP V for (2) locally
quadratic at zero with locally quadratic at zero stability
margin and such that BVBp pz, pq ¥ 0 for all z and p P P .

Assumptions (A1) and (A3) are, to some
extent, a minimal set of conditions for guaranteeing
boundedness of xpt, w0q and local exponential and
global convergence to zero of x2pt, w0q and zpt, w0q.
Moreover, (A2) together with the assumptions on h and
a require that 9x � Fx�Hppqz, 9z � Appqz is the linear
approximation of (1)-(2) around px, zq � p0, 0q for fixed
p P P .

On account of (A3) and by theorem III.3 V can be
assumed strongly convex without loss of generality and
we will do this throughout this section. The requirement
BV
Bp pz, pq ¥ 0 for all z and p P P is natural for a FLP
and can be always satisfied as it will be seen in the
recursive procedure based on sections VI and VII.

Under similar assumptions a composite Lyapunov
function Upx, zq :�W pxq � Ψpx, zq � V pzq for 9x �
fpxq � hpx, zq, 9z � apzq has been defined in theorem
1 of [9] with Ψ calculated along the system trajectories.
We will show how it is possible to avoid the calculation
of a cross term Ψ along the state trajectories and obtain
a FLP which is a simple combination of FLP’s for
the subsystems of the cascade. The main result of this
section is the following.

Theorem IV.1 Under assumptions (A2)-(A3), there
exist Ψ0 P C8pP,Rm�mq, Ψ1 P C8pP, Rm�nq, c ¥
1 and integers j0, k1 such that

Upx, z, pq :� pk1�j0�1rxTW0x

�zTΨ0ppqz � zTΨ1ppqx� c

pk1�j0
V pz, pqs (20)

is a smooth strongly convex FLP for (1)-(2).

Proof: By (A3) there exist k2, k1,α1 ¡ 0 and α2 P
K8,Op2q such that

α1p
k1}z}2 ¤ V pz, pq ¤ pk2α2p}z}q (21)

for all z and p P P . Moreover, there exist a positive
semi-definite Γ P C0pRn,R�q, locally Lipschitz at
zero, and φ P C0pRn � clospPq,R�q, with φp�, pq
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positive definite for each p P P , such that for
each z0 and p0 P P the trajectory wpt, w0q :�
pzpt, w0q,ppt, w0qq of (2)-(6) ensuing from w0 :�
pz0, p0q at t � 0 is defined for all t ¥ 0 with
Γpzp�, w0qq P L1pR�,R�q and 9V |p2q�p6q ¤ �φpz,pq.
Moreover, let W pxq :� xTW0x and pick b,β ¡ 0 such
that

b}x}2 ¤W pxq ¤ β}x}2 (22)

for all x (say, b :�minimal eigenvalue of W0 and
β :�maximal eigenvalue ofW0). We need the following
key facts.

Fact IV.1 P ppqAppq �AT ppqP ppq   0 for each p P
P , with P ppq :� 1

2
B2V
Bz2 |z�0 ¡ 0. Therefore, Appq has

its eigenvalues in the left-half complex plane for each
p P P .

The proof is a direct consequence of 9V |p2q�p6q ¤
�φpz,pq by considering the quadratic approximation
of V and 9V .

Fact IV.2 There exist τ1, τ2, τ3 P KOp1q and rational
M P C8pclospPq,Rn�mq such that for all z and p P
clospPq

2xTW0rfpxq � hpx, z, pqs ¤ xTMppqz
�τ1p}z}q}z}2 � rτ2p}z}q � τ3p}x2}qsW pxq. (23)

Indeed, by virtue of (A1) and (A2), for all x, z and
p P P

2xTW0rfpxq � hpx, z, pqs ¤ 2xTW0Hppqz
�2}W0x}rγ0p}x2}q � γ1p}z}q � γ2p}z}q}x}s
¤ }W0}W pxq

b
rγ0p}x2}q

}x2} � γ2p}z}q � }z}s � }W0}γ2
1p}z}q

}z}
Therefore, set Mppq :� 2W0Hppq, τ1psq :�
}W0}γ

2
1psq
s3 , τ2psq :� }W0}

b rγ2psq � ss and
τ3psq :� }W0}

b
γ0psq

s .

Fact IV.3 There exist Ψ0 P C8pP,Rm�mq, Ψ0ppq
symmetric and positive definite for each p P P , and
Ψ1 P C8pP,Rm�nq such that for all p P P

Ψ0ppqAppq �AT ppqΨ0ppq
¤ �1

2
rΨ1ppqHppq �HT ppqΨT

1 ppqs,
Ψ1ppqF �AT ppqΨ1ppq � �MT ppq. (24)

There also exist p� P P with P� :� p0, p�q, integers
j1 ¥ 0, j0 ¥ 2j1 , Ψ̃0 P C8pclospP�q,Rm�mq with

Ψ̃0ppq symmetric and positive definite for each
p P clospP�q, Ψ̃1 P C8pclospP�q,Rm�nq and
symmetric and positive semi-definite A2, B2 P Rm�m

such that Ψ1ppq � 1
pj1 Ψ̃1ppq and Ψ0ppq � 1

pj0 Ψ̃0ppq
for all p P P� and Ψ̃1ppqΨ̃T

1 ppq ¤ A2, Ψ̃0ppq ¤
B2, @p P clospP�q.

The proof is as follows. Let Ψ0 P C8pP,Rm�mq,
Ψ0ppq symmetric and positive definite for each p P
P , and Ψ1 P C8pP,Rm�nq be such that (24) are
satisfied with equalities. For each p P P the matrix
equations (24) (with equalities) admit a unique
solution pΨ1ppq,Ψ0ppqq since σpAppqq X σp�F q �
tHu on account of fact #1. Moreover, Ψ1ppq
and Ψ0ppq are rational matrices, therefore there
exists p� P P with P� :� p0, p�q, integers j1 ¥ 0,
j0 ¥ 2j1 , Ψ̃0 P C8pclospP�q,Rm�mq with Ψ̃0ppq
symmetric and positive definite for each p P clospP�q,
Ψ̃1 P C8pclospP�q,Rm�nq and symmetric and posi-
tive semi-definite A2, B2 P Rm�m such that Ψ1ppq �
1

pj1 Ψ̃1ppq and Ψ0ppq � 1
pj0 Ψ̃0ppq and (24) holds true for

all p P P�. In other words Ψ0 and Ψ1 have at least j0
and, respectively, j1 poles in p � 0.

Fact IV.4 There exists τ̃ P KOp1q such that for all x, z
and p P P�

τ1p}z}q}z}2 � pτ2p}z}q � τ3p}x2}qqW pxq
�}zTΨ1ppqrhpx, z, pq �Hppqzs
�p2zTΨ0ppq � xTΨT

1 ppqqpapz, pq �Appqzq}
¤ pτ̃p}z}q � τ3p}x2}qqr 1

pk1�j0
V pz, pq �W pxqs. (25)

Indeed, by virtue of (A2), (21) and (22) since j0 ¥ j1,
for all x, z and p P P�

}zTΨ1ppqrhpx, z, pq �Hppqzs}
�}p2zTΨ0ppq � xTΨT

1 ppqqrapz, pq �Appqzs}
¤ 1
pj0

�
}z}

�
γ1p}z}q � γ2

2p}z}q � γ3p}z}q � γ3p}z}q
}z}2

	

�2}x}2}z} ¤
� 1
pk1�j0

V pz, pq �W pxq
���γ1p}z}q

}z}
�γ

2
2p}z}q
}z} � γ3p}z}q

}z} � γ
2
3p}z}q
}z}3

	 1
α1

� 2
b
}z}

�
(26)

Therefore, set τ̃psq :�
�
γ1psq

s � γ2
2psq
s � γ3psq

s �
γ2

3psq
s3 � τ1psq

	
1
α1

� 2s
b � τ2psq which is in KOp1q on

account of (A2).
For the rest of the proof of theorem IV.1, let

wpt, x0, w0q :� pzpt, x0, w0q,ppt, x0, w0qq denote the
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trajectory of (2) with

9p � �Λpx2, zqp,
Λpx2, zq :� Γpzq � 2pτ̃p}z}q � τ2p}x2}qq,(27)

ensuing from w0 :� pz0, p0q, and defined over its
maximal extension interval. Also, let xpt, x0, w0q
denote the trajectory of (1) ensuing from x0 at t �
0 and defined over its maximal extension interval.
The function U , defined in (20), is C8pRn � Rm �
clospP�q,R�q on account of the smoothness of Ψ̃1 and
Ψ̃0 on clospP�q and j0 ¥ 2j1 (fact IV.3) whatever is
c ¥ 1. Pick c ¥ 1 such that

1
2
rb}x}2 � α1c

pj0
}z}2s

¥
��� 1
pj0

zT
!
rpk1 � 1qΨ̃0ppq � BΨ̃0

Bp ppqp
)
z

� 1
pj1

zT rpk1 � j0 � j1 � 1qΨ̃1ppq � BΨ̃1

Bp ppqpsx
���

�|zTΨ0ppqz � zTΨ1ppqx| (28)

for all x, z and p P clospP�q. The choice of c is
possible on account of the smoothness of Ψ̃1 and Ψ̃0

on clospP�q and j0 ¥ 2j1 (fact IV.3).
By (21) and (28) it is easy to establish the existence

of δ P K8,Op2q and h ¡ 0 such that for all x, z and
p P clospP�q

hpk1�j0�1}px, zq}2 ¤ Upx, z, pq ¤ δp}px, zq}q (29)

(define h :� p1{2qmintb, cα1u and δprq :� pβ� }B2 �
A2} � 1qr2 � cα2prq). Using (21) and (28) and facts
IV.2, IV.3 and IV.4, we obtain 9U |p1q�p2q�p27q ¤
�ψpx, z,pq with ψpx, z, pq :� cφpz, pqp and ψp�, �, pq
positive semi-definite for each p P P�.

We are left with proving that xpt, x0, w0q
and wpt, x0, w0q are defined for all t ¥ 0,
Λpx2p�, x0, w0q, zp�, x0, w0qq P L1pR�,R�q for each
x0, z0 and p0 P P� and Λ is locally Lipschitz at
zero. By (A3) V is locally quadratic at zero with
locally quadratic at zero stability margin. Since,
in addition, BV

Bp pz, pq ¥ 0 for all z and p P P ,
9V |p1q�p2q�p27q ¤ �φpz,pq � 2 BVBp pz,pqppτ̃p}z}q �
τ2p}x2}qq ¤ �φpz,pq. Therefore, by theorem
III.1 (2)-(27) is globally asymptotically and
locally exponentially stable with respect to z.
Fix p0 P P�. By fact IV.2 there exists ν P KOp1q
such that 9W |p1q�p2q�p27q ¤ νp}z}qpW pxq � 1q
and, since (2)-(27) is locally exponentially stable
with respect to z, νp}zp�, x0, w0q}q P L1pR�,R�q
and Npx0, w0q :� ³�8

0
νp}zps, x0, w0q}qds   �8

for each x0, z0 and p0 P P�. Therefore,
W pxpt, x0, w0qq ¤ pW px0q � 1qeNpx0,w0q   �8
for all t ¥ 0 and x0 and z0 and xpt, x0, w0q is defined
(and even bounded) for all t ¥ 0, x0, z0 and p0 P P�.
Once again since (2)-(27) is locally exponentially
stable with respect to z and τ̃ P KOp1q, it follows
that τ̃p}zp�, x0, w0q}q P L1pR�,R�q for each x0, z0
and p0 P P�. For similar reasons, on account of
(A1) τ2p}x2p�, x0, w0q}q P L1pR�,R�q for each
x0, z0 and p0 P P�. Since Γ is locally Lipschitz
at zero, also Λ is locally Lipschitz at zero and
Λpx2p�, w0q, zp�, x0, w0qq P L1pR�,R�q for each x0, z0
and p0 P P�.

Example IV.1 Consider the first three states of the cart-
pendulum system (see (186) of [11]) 9x1 � v, 9x2 �
x3, 9x3 � 2x2x

2
3

1�x2
2
� x2

a
1� x2

2 � v
a

1� x2
2. Only

approximations of Lyapunov functions can be designed
for this system as shown in [9] and [11]. Let us design a
FLP. Set v :� 1?

1�x2
2

r 2x2x
2
3

1�x2
2
� x2

a
1� x2

2 � x2 � x3s
to globally asymptotically and locally exponentially
stabilize the px2, x3q-dynamics so that the resulting
system is in the form (1)-(2) with x :� x1,
z :� px2, x3qT and satisfies (A1)-(A3) with

W0 � I , V pzq � 1
2

�
xT

2 xT
3

��2 1
1 2


�
x2

x3



and

γ1psq � 2s2 � s
?

1�s2�1?
1�s2 (the other functions are

all zero). Direct calculations give Ψ1 �
�

4
6



,

Ψ0 �
�

2 1
1 2



and τ̃psq :� 3

s3 r2s2 � s
?

1�s2�1?
1�s2 s2.

Therefore, a FLP is

Upx, z, pq :� prx2
1 �

�
xT

2 xT
3

��4
6



x1

�16
�
xT

2 xT
3

��2 1
1 2


�
x2

x3



s (30)

with 9p � 2τ̃p}z}qp. This quadratic FLP can be
compared with the Lyapunov functions resulting in
[9] and [11]. The simplicity of the FLP’s is a key
feature to which corresponds a major complexity for
the 9p equation, which however does not complicate the
overall design especially when using the FLP’s in an
iterated procedure design.

A FLP can be used for designing dynamic
state feedback stabilizing control laws exactly in the
same way as a Lyapunov function can be used for
designing static state feedback stabilizing control laws
by feedback passivation approach ([4]). The main idea
is illustrated in the following section.
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V. ASYMPTOTIC STABILIZATION OF
CASCADED SYSTEMS

Consider the controlled system (3) with
g P C8pRn � Rm � clospPq � R,Rnq, k P
C8pRn � Rm � clospPq � R,Rmq, g|z�0 � g0 P Rn

and k|z�0 � k0 P Rm for all x, v and p P clospPq.
Assume (A2)-(A3) and, in addition,
(A4) the pair �

F Hppq
0 Appq



,

�
g0
k0



(31)

is stabilizable for each p P P .
We want to find a dynamic state feedback

law which globally asymptotically stabilizes (3)
with respect to px, zq, using the filtered Lyapunov
function Upx, z, pq we have constructed for (1)-(2).
The Lyapunov-based controller proposed in [9] under
the additional assumptions (A4)-(A5) inherits the
drawbacks from the Lyapunov function constructed
under the assumptions (A2)-(A3). By smoothness of
g and k and since g|z�0 � g0 and k|z�0 � k0 for all
x, v and p P clospPq, we can assume without loss of
generality that

gpx, z, p, vqv � g|v�0v � g̃px, z, p, vqv2,

kpx, z, p, vqv � k|v�0v � k̃px, z, p, vqv2 (32)

with g̃ P C8pRn � Rm � clospPq,Rnq and
k̃ P C8pRn � Rm � clospPq,Rmq such that g̃|z�0 � 0
and k̃|z�0 � 0 for all x, v and p P clospPq. Using
this fact, find π P C8pRn � Rm,R�q such that
π|z�0 � π0 ¡ 0 and

πpx, zq ¥ 1� |g̃T px, z, p, vq
�BU
Bx px, z, pq

	T

�k̃T px, z, p, vq
�BU
Bz px, z, pq

	T

| (33)

for all x, z, for all p P clospPq and v : |v| ¤ |w̃px, z, pq|,
with

w̃px, z, pq :� gT |v�0

�BU
Bx px, z, pq

	T

�kT |v�0

�BU
Bz px, z, pq

	T

(34)

and U as in theorem IV.1. Define a control law for (3)
as follows

v � ṽpx, z, pq :� � w̃px, z, pq
πpx, zq . (35)

We want to prove the following stabilization result.

Theorem V.1 Under assumptions (A2)-(A5)
the closed-loop system (3)-(27)-(35) is globally
asymptotically stable and locally exponentially stable
with respect to px, zq.

We will prove the theorem into two steps: first, we
prove that the trajectories of (3)-(27)-(35) are defined
and bounded for all t ¥ 0, secondly we prove that (3)-
(27)-(35) is locally exponentially and px, zq � p0, 0q is
globally attractive with respect to px, zq and finally that
it is globally stable with respect to px, zq. Let ζpt, ζ0q :�
pxpt, ζ0q, zpt, ζ0q,ppt, ζ0qq denote the trajectory of (3)-
(27)-(35) ensuing from ζ0 :� px0, z0, p0q at t � 0 and
defined over its maximal extension interval. Also, let p�

and P� be as in fact IV.3 of theorem IV.1. We establish
the following fact.

Fact V.1 ζp�, ζ0q P L8pR�,Rn � Rm �P�q for
each x0, z0 and p0 P P�. Moreover, limtÑ�8 zpt,
ζ0q � 0 and limtÑ�8 ppt, ζ0q � p0pζ0q :�
p0e

� ³
�8

0 Γpzps,ζ0qqds P P�.

The proof is as follows. Fix x0, z0 and p0 P P�. By
direct calculations and on account of (33) we obtain

9U |p3q�p27q�p35q ¤ �cφpz,pqp� ṽ2px, z,pq ¤ 0. (36)

Moreover, by (21) and (28), 1
2 rbpk1�j0�1}x}2 �

pV pz, pqs ¤ Upx, z, pq for all x, z and p P clospP�q.
Therefore Upζp�, ζ0qq P L8pR�,R�q and, on account
of (29), also

xp�, ζ0qppk1�j0�1q{2p�, ζ0q P L8pR�,Rnq,
V pzp�, ζ0q,pp�, ζ0qqpp�, ζ0q P L8pR�,R�q,
zp�, ζ0qppk1�1q{2p�, ζ0q P L8pR�,Rmq,
pp�, ζ0q P L8pR�, clospP�qq. (37)

Note that Upx, z, pq � Y pxppk1�j0�1q{2, zppk1�1q{2,
V pzqp, pq for all x, z and p with Y P C8pRn �
Rm � R� � clospP�q,R�q. On account of (36)
9Y |p3q�p27q�p35q ¤ �cφpz,pqp� ṽ2px, z,pq and

since the uncontrolled system (3)-(27) is equal to
(1)-(2)-(27) and (2)-(27) is locally exponentially
and globally asymptotically stable with respect to
z, we conclude by virtue of LaSalle’s invariance
principle that limtÑ�8 ppt, ζ0q � p0pζ0q P P�

and limtÑ�8 zpt, ζ0qppk1�1q{2pt, ζ0q � 0. As a
consequence of (37), xp�, ζ0q P L8pR�,Rnq and
zp�, ζ0q P L8pR�,Rmq, with limtÑ�8 zpt, ζ0q � 0
which proves the claimed fact.

We establish the second following fact.
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Fact V.2 limtÑ�8 xpt, ζ0q � 0 and
limtÑ�8 zpt, ζ0q � 0 for each x0, z0 and p0 P P�.
Moreover, for each p0 P P� there exist η,λ,µ ¡ 0
such that }pxpt, ζ0q, zpt, ζ0qq} ¤ µe�λt for all t ¥ 0
provided }px0, z0q} ¤ η.

The proof is as follows. Fix x0, z0 and p0 P
P�. By fact V.1, (36) and LaSalle’s invariance
principle, ζpt, ζ0q tends to the largest invariant set
of (3)-(27)-(35) contained in tpx, z, pq : φpz, pq �
0, ṽpx, z, pq � 0, p P P�u and denoted by N . Let
P ppq :� 1

2
B2U

Bpx,zq2
���
px,zq�p0,0q

for each p P P�. Since

h|z�0 � 0, g|z�0 � g0, k|z�0 � k0, Bh
Bz |px,zq�p0,0q �

Hppq for all x, v and p P P�, the trajectory ζpt, ζ0q of
(3)-(27)-(35) and, respectively, the trajectory ζ1pt, ζ0q of�

9x
9z



� Lppq

�
x
z



, 9p � 0, (38)

Lppq�
�
F Hppq
0 Appq



� 1
π0

�
g0
k0


�
g0
k0


T

P ppq, (39)

ensuing from any ζ0 P N are such that ζpt, ζ0q �
ζ1pt, ζ0q for all t ¥ 0. The matrix P ppq is symmetric
and positive definite for each p P P� on account of
the strong convexity of V and (28). Also, since U
is a FLP for (1)-(2), locally quadratic at zero with

locally quadratic stability margin, P ppq
�
F Hppq
0 Appq



��

F Hppq
0 Appq


T

ppqP ppq ¤ 0 for each p P P�. There-

fore, since
�
gT
0 kT

0

�
,

�
F Hppq
0 Appq


T

is detectable by

virtue of (A4), it follows by standard arguments on
Riccati equations that Lppq is Hurwitz for each p P P�.
We conclude that any trajectory ζpt, ζ0q of (3)-(27)-(35)
ensuing from N tends to zero as tÑ �8. Therefore,
by LaSalle’s invariance principle the trajectories of (3)-
(27)-(35) tend to zero as tÑ �8 which proves the
claimed fact.

We use facts V.1 and V.2 to prove theorem V.1.
First, we prove for each p0 P P� the existence of
η,λ,µ ¡ 0 such that }pxpt, ζ0q, zpt, ζ0qq} ¤ µe�λt for
all t ¥ 0 provided }px0, z0q} ¤ η. Fix p0 P P�. Note
that the px, zq-subsystem of (38) is exactly the Jacobian
linearization of (3)-(35) around px, zq � p0, 0q. This
system can be seen as a time-varying system 9w �
Lptqw. Clearly, the eigenvalues of Lptq are in the left
half complex plane for each t ¥ 0 (since the matrix
between the square brackets in (38) is Hurwitz for each
p P P�) and (2.7) of [7] is satisfied on account of fact
V.1 and the smoothness of A and H on clospP�q and,

respectively, of P on clospP�q. As remarked in [7]
we conclude that (3)-(35) is locally exponentially with
respect to px, zq.

The final step of the proof is to prove the global
stability of (3)-(27)-(35) with respect to px, zq. Fix
p0 P P�. By local exponential stability of (3)-(27)-(35)
with respect to px, zq and since Λ is locally Lipschitz
at zero, Λpzp�, ζ0qq P L1pR�,R�q for each x0 and z0.
Moreover, on account of (29), (36) and fact V.1, there
exist σ P K�, h ¡ 0 and δ P K8 such that

h}pxpt, ζ0q, zpt, ζ0qq}2 ¤ Upxpt, ζ0qq, zpt, ζ0q,ppt, ζ0qq
pj0�k1�1pt, ζ0q

¤ σj0�k1�1p}px0, z0q} � p0q
pj0�k1�1
0

δp}px0, z0q}q

for all t ¥ 0 and x0, z0. Since µ : r P R� ÞÑ µprq :�
σj0�k1�1pr�p0q

hp
j0�k1�1
0

δprq is a K8-class function, this proves

that (3)-(27)-(35) is globally stable with respect to
px, zq.

Example V.1 (Example (IV.1) cont’ed). Let us design
a feedback stabilizer for (IV.1) using the FLP (30). Set
v :� 1?

1�x2
2

r 2x2x
2
3

1�x2
2
� x2

a
1� x2

2 � x2 � x3s �w and

design w according to the steps (33) and (35) so to
obtain

w :� �r BUBx1
� BU
Bx3

b
1� x2

3s.

VI. STRICT FILTERED LYAPUNOV
FUNCTIONS

In this section we state a key fact for the
stabilization of systems obtained from (3) by adding
blocks on top as in the case of (4): from the smooth
strongly convex FLP U it is always possible to design
a smooth strict strongly convex FLP Ũ for the closed-
loop system (3)-(35). Moreover, Ũ has locally quadratic
at zero stability margin and BŨ

Bp px, z, pq ¥ 0 for all x, z
and p P P�. This proves that assumption (A3), which
has been previously stated on (2), is satisfied for the
augmented and closed-loop system (3)-(35).

Theorem VI.1 Under assumptions (A2)-(A5),
there exist p�� P P�, integer j2 ¥ j0 � k1 � 1
and P 0 P C8pP��,Rpn�mq�pn�mqq, with
P�� :� p0, p��q, such that

Ũpx, z, pq � Upx, z, pq � pj2
�
xT zT

�
P 0ppq

�
x
z



(40)
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is a smooth strict strongly convex FLP for (3)-(35)
with locally quadratic at zero stability margin and
BŨ
Bp px, z, pq ¥ 0 for all x, z and p P P��.

Proof: (Sketch). Let Ũ be as in (20), b,α1, c, Ψ̃0, Ψ̃1 as
in (28) and ṽ as in (35). For each p P P� let P 0ppq be
the symmetric and positive definitematrix such that

P 0ppqLppq � LT ppqP 0ppq � �I (41)

with Lppq as in (39). Also, set Xpx, z, p, vq� Fx�
hpx, z, pq � gpx, z, p, vqv and Y px, z, p, vq� apz, pq �
kpx, z, p, vqv. Find p�� P P�, ρ1 P KOp1q, ρ2 P K�,
locally Lipschitz at zero, and integer j2 ¥ j0 � k1 �
1 such that G : p ÞÑ Gppq� pj2�pj0�k1�1qP 0ppq P
C8pclospP��q,Rpn�mq�pn�mq, with P�� :� p0, p��q
and, in addition,

2pj2�pj0�k1�1qP 0ppq
�
Xpx, z, p, ṽpx, z, pqq
Y px, z, p, ṽpx, z, pqq



¤ �}px, zq}2pj2�pj0�k1�1q

�ρ1p}z}qρ2p}px, zq}qrV pz, pq
pj0�k1

�W pxqs (42)

and

1
2
rb}x}2 � α1c

pj0
}z}2s ¥

��� 1
pj0

zT
!
rpk1 � 1qΨ̃0ppq

�dΨ̃0

dp
ppqp

)
z � 1

pj1
zT rpk1 � j0 � j1 � 1qΨ̃1ppq

�dΨ̃1

dp
ppqpsx

���� |zTΨ0ppqz � zTΨ1ppqx|,
1
2
rb}x}2 � α1c

pj0
}z}2s

¥
��� �xT zT

� d

dp
ppj2�pj0�k1�1qP 0ppqq

�
xT

zT


 ��� (43)

for all x, z and p P clospP��q. Define a smooth
strict strongly convex FLP Ũ P C8pRn � Rm �
clospP��q,R�q for (3)-(35) as in (40) with

9p � �Λ̃px, zqp, Λ̃px, zq :� Λpzq � 2ρ1p}z}qρ2p}px, zq}q.

Since 9̃Up3q�p35q�p44q ¤ �pj2}px, z}2 on account of
(41) and (43), Ũ has locally quadratic at zero stability
margin. Moreover, by (43) we also have BŨ

Bp ¥ 0 for all
z and p P clospP��q.

VII. ADDING BLOCKS

In this section we want to determine how a
stabilizing feedback law can be designed for (4). To this

aim, it is sufficient to design a stabilizing feedback law
for the simpler system

9y � spyq � qpy,x, zq � rpy,x, z,uqu (44)
9x � fpxq � hpx, zq � gpx, z,uqu,
9z � apzq � kpx, z,uqu, (45)

with y P Rd, u P R. Moreover, sp0q � 0, fp0q �
0, ap0q � 0, h|z�0 � 0 for all x, Bh

Bz |px,zq�p0,0q :�
H , q|px,zq�p0,0q � 0 for all y, Bq

Bx |py,x,zq�p0,0,0q �
L1, Bq

Bz |py,x,zq�p0,0,0q � L2, Bs
By |y�0 � S, Bf

Bx |x�0 � F ,
Ba
Bz |z�0 � A , r|px,zq�p0,0q � r0 P Rd for all y and u,
g|z�0 � g0 P Rn and k|z�0 � k0 P Rm for all x and u.
Moreover, g P C8pRn � Rm � R,Rnq, k P C8pRn �
Rm � R,Rmq, r P C8pRd � Rn � Rm � R,Rdq and
q P C8pRd � Rn � Rm,Rdq. A stabilizing feedback
law for (4) can be designed by iterating the procedure
illustrated below for (44)-(45). The system (45) has the
form (3). Theorem V.1 establishes under assumptions
(A2)-(A5) the existence of a stabilizing feedback law
u � ṽpx, z, pq for (45). Therefore, (44)-(45) has once
again the form (3) with x, z, v replaced respectively
by y, px, zq, u� ṽpx, z, pq. Therefore, in the context of
stabilization of (45) it is natural to retain assumptions
(A2)-(A5) for (45) which boil down to
(A1’) there exist a symmetric positi definite W0 P
Rn�n and V0 P Rm�m such that W0F � FTW0 ¤ 0
and V0A�ATV0   0 and a partition of x � pxT

1 , x
T
2 qT

such that the uncontrolled system (45) is globally
asymptotically and locally exponentially stable with
respect to x2,
(A2’) there exist γ2 P KOp1q and γ0,γ1,γ3 P KOp2q
such that

}fpxq � Fx} ¤ γ0p}x2}q,
}hpx, zq �Hz} ¤ γ1p}z}q � γ2p}z}q}x},
}apzq �Az} ¤ γ3p}z}q (46)

for all x, z,
and assume the following additional ones for (44):
(B1) there exist ρ2,ξ2 P KOp1q and ξ0,ρ1,ξ1 P KOp2q
such that for all y, x, z, u

}spyq � Sy} ¤ ξ0p}y2}q,
}qpy, x, zq � L1x� L2z}
¤ ξ1p}px, zq}q � ξ2p}px, zq}q}y},
}rpy, x, z, uq � r0} ¤ ρ1p}px, z, uq}q � ρ2p}px, z, uq}q}y},

(B2) there exists a symmetric positive definite U0 P
Rd�d such that U0S � STU0 ¤ 0 and a partition of

© 0000 John Wiley and Sons Asia Pte Ltd and Chinese Automatic Control Society
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y � pyT
1 , y

T
2 qT such that the uncontrolled system (45) is

globally asymptotically and locally exponentially stable
with respect to y2 and x2,
(B3) the pair �

�S L1 L2

0 F H
0 0 A

�
,
�
�r0g0
k0

�
 (47)

is stabilizable.
Using the procedure of sections IV and V, we can

establish the following result which is the basic step for
iterating the above procedure and finding a stabilizing
feedback law for (4). Let ṽ be as in (35).

Theorem VII.1 Under assumptions (A1’)-(A3’), (B1)-
(B3) there exist p� P P and u� P C8pRd � Rn �
Rm � clospP�q,Rq, with P� :� p0, p�q, such that
(44)-(45) with u � u�py, x, z, pq � ṽpx, z, pq is globally
asymptotically and locally exponentially stable with
respect to py, x, zq. Moreover, there exists a smooth
strict strongly convex FLP U� P C8pRd � Rn � Rm �
clospP�q,R�q for the closed-loop system (44)-(45)
with locally quadratic at zero stability margin and such
that BU

�

Bp px, z, pq ¥ 0 for all x, z and p P P�.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have introduced the notion of
filtered Lyapunov functions (FLP) and studied their
properties. These functions have the same properties
as classical Lyapunov function but are much easier
to construct. FLP’s can be used in cascaded design
to obtain composite FLP’s for feedback stabilization
using passification. Iterative design with FLP’s has
also been studied for upper block-triangular systems.
Further study will be devoted to enlarge the class of
systems for which filtered Lyapunov functions can be
easily designed.
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